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Abstract Eastern Europe offers an unparalleled case study for transformations in 
representational politics as a result of changes in state-ideology. Having established 
their first democracies after WWI, these states were occupied and / or governed 
by Nazi Germany until the end of WWII. Post-1945, the USSR-aligned countries 
were ruled by communist / socialist regimes until the end of the Cold War brought 
parliamentary democracy to most Eastern European countries. Unsurprisingly, the 
rapid succession of changes in state ideology has left its mark on the commemo-
rative semiotics of these nations.
Our article explores the “relations of power, language ideologies and [users’] views 
of their own and other’s identities” (Pavlenko / Blackledge 2004: 1–2) in Eastern 
Germany. Our interdisciplinary approach relies on spatiotemporal analysis and 
advanced visualisation techniques as input for ethnographic interviews, as well 
as on critical discourse analysis of the mass media in order to capture the com-
plex processes underlying ideologically-driven changes in commemorative street 
naming. This combined approach allows us to explore the “connection between 
power relations, public memory, identity formation and commemorative” naming 
(Azaryahu 2012: 388). More specifically, we focus on the debates and discourses 
that surround the consecutive waves of semiotic erasure and reinstatement.

Keywords: commemoration, geographical visualisation, street renaming, Eastern 
Germany, history

1  Introduction

Cultural memory (Assmann 2010)  is institutionalised and embedded in 
material objects and artefacts. While some of them are stored in archives, 
others  – like buildings, monuments and memorials, but also the very 
mundane street names  – can form implants of memory (Golka 2009; 
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Fabiszak / Brzezińska 2016) and provide a “window” to the character of a 
society (Huebner 2006). Due to their symbolic value, such public naming 
practices overtly display and embody political ideology by being “sup-
portive of the hegemonic socio-political order” (Azaryahu 1997: 480). As 
such, naming practices of public places and spaces reify and normalise 
the ideological world view they represent (Azaryahu 2012; Nora 1998; 
Winter 1998; Scollon / Scollon 2003; Trumper-Hecht 2009; Zieliński 
1994 inter alia). When state ideologies change due to “ruptures in polit-
ical history” (Azaryahu 1997:  481), renaming of geographical features 
(streets, neighbourhoods, sectors, even whole towns / cities) is often the 
consequence (Lefebvre 1991:  54). Eastern Europe offers unparalleled 
case studies for transformations in representational politics as a result of 
changes in state-imposed ideologies. Having established their first democ-
racies after WWI, these states were occupied and / or governed by Nazi 
Germany until the end of WWII. Post-1945, the USSR-aligned and -occu-
pied countries were ruled by communist / socialist regimes until the end 
of the Cold War brought parliamentary democracy to most Eastern Euro-
pean countries. Unsurprisingly, the rapid succession of changes in state 
ideology has left its mark on the commemorative spatial semiotics of these 
nations.

To date, however, there is a dearth of critical ethnographic work 
that attempts to sketch the historical dimension of urban renaming in 
Eastern Europe. The present chapter reports on a project which explores 
the ways in which street names as semiotic carriers of memory are (re)
constructed for the representational needs of changing state-imposed 
ideologies throughout the past 100 years. We focus on ongoing changes 
in commemorative street renaming in the Eastern German town of 
Annaberg-Buchholz (Figure 1). Our interdisciplinary approach relies on 
spatiotemporal analysis and visualisation techniques as input for ethno-
graphic interviews as well as on historical discourse analysis (Reisigl / 
Wodak 2009) of the mass media. Critical analysis of these rich datasets 
allows us to capture the complex processes underlying ideologically-
driven changes in commemorative street naming, including the “con-
nection between power relations, public memory, identity formation and 
commemorative” naming (Azaryahu 2012: 388).
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The present chapter is structured as follows:  We will first explore 
arguments for and against street renaming. On the basis of this analysis, 
we will illustrate the diachronic waves of resemioticisation as they 
impacted upon Annaberg-Buchholz over the past 100 years. We will con-
clude that commemorative (re)naming is the outcome of a complex inter-
play of forces, which are performed by and in turn index state-hegemonic 
politics of historicisation and identity marking (Scollon / Scollon 2003).

2  Arguments for and against commemorative street 
renaming

In the following paragraphs, we sketch the discourses surrounding 
the ongoing semioticisation of the “ideological robe of the city” 
(Zieliński 1994)  in the Annaberg-Buchholz press throughout the 
past 100  years:  Tageblatt Annaberger Wochenblatt (1807–1945), 
Volksstimme (1946–1963), and Freie Presse (since 1963). This dis-
cussion will serve as a springboard for a geosemiotic analysis of the 
repeated waves of changes in the Annaberg-Buchholz streetscape. 
The discussion surrounding commemorative street (re-)naming can be 
grouped into five broad ontological clusters.

2.1  Moral ideological arguments

Commemorative street (re-)naming results from the perceived need to 
encode and thus to semiotically perpetuate in the streetscape certain 
personages, values, or other ideological referents deemed important for 
the ideological needs of the present regime (Fabiszak et al. under review). 
The moral-ideological arguments in favour of commemorative street (re-)
naming are well known, including the institutionalisation of cultural 
memory (Assmann 2010) and the indexing of officially sanctioned iden-
tity and ideology (Scollon / Scollon 2003). Our analysis of press articles, 
interviews with city officials and interested citizens, in conjunction with 
the relevant literature on street name change juxtaposes this traditionalist 
point of view with a wealth of arguments pro and contra commemorative 
street renaming which have been largely neglected in the relevant liter-
ature (Pöppinghege 2012; the papers in Rose-Redwood / Aldermann / 
Azaryahu 2018).
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2.2  Pragmatic-administrative arguments

The vast majority of arguments against street renaming reported in the 
Annaberg-Buchholz press are pragmatic-administrative in nature and as 
such not primarily concerned with commemoration. Apart from the cost 
of changing street signs – an important argument in towns as small as 
Annaberg-Buchholz (1)  – the act of renaming also incurs a significant 
administrative burden for businesses and private citizens situated on this 
partcular street (Azaryahu 2018; Light / Young 2018; Marin 2018), as 
expressed in example (2).

 (1) Depending on the length and number of intersections of the respec-
tive street, the costs for new street signs in Annaberg-Buchholz can 
vary from 800 to 2000 Euros, not taking into account further costs 
for installation, material and administrative work such as updating 
plans and informing several further departments (Sieber, Christian, 
telephone conversation, 03.05.2019).1

 (2) While it would be desirable to change the name into Felix-Weiße-
Straße2, it would also mean unreasonable hardship for our citizens 
(…) Identification, passports, addresses, documents, contracts etc. 
(…) This would be difficult to convey to citizens.3

Also orientational aspects play an important role. Our research suggests 
that renamings to avoid disorientation in geo-physical space are especially 
pertinent after the fusion of Annaberg and Buchholz in 1945 and after the 
city expansions which tend to characterise post-war urban reconstruction 
in Europe (Diefendorf 1989) and planning strategies in Germany since 
WWII (Sohn 2007). Such expansions of the geographical boundaries of 
local authories tend to result in multiple streets carrying the same name 

 1 See also an article in the Freie Presse “Dann müsste die Stadt sämtliche 
Kosten für die Änderung von Ausweisen, Reisepässen, Führerscheinen etc. 
der Anwohner übernehmen.” (25.04.2009)

 2 Christian Felix Weiße (1926–1804) was a poet and writer during the enlight-
enment.

 3 “ ‘Ausweise, Pässe, Adressen, Dokumente, Verträge etc. müssten im Anschluss 
an die Namensänderung geändert werden’, erläutert Matthias Förster. Das sei 
den Bürgern nur schwer vermittelbar.” (Freie Presse 04.04.2013)
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(for example two Goethestraße or two Bahnhofstraße ‘train stration 
street’), necessitating reassignment. But it is important to note that ori-
entational aspects tend to be used as arguments against street renaming 
even outside of the requirements of such geographical enlargements, as 
example (3) demonstrates.

 (3) ‘I disapprove of the denomination. Within the city, we already have a 
few [streets called] bleachery [Bleiche], only with variable prepositions 
[zur Bleiche, an der Bleiche, etc]. This is very problematic for the 
emergency medical services’ demurred councillor Heinz Vogel.4

A further practical argument against street renaming is the avoidance 
of disgruntlements and potential future complaints. Our analysis of the 
discourses surrounding street name changes in several communities in 
Eastern Germany reveals a flurry of complaint letters, citizen-led surveys 
and letters to newspaper editors where individuals, businesses or neigh-
bourhood groups complain about specific persons being commemorated, 
often suggesting alternative candidates who they deem more suitable for 
this honour (Azaryahu 2018; Duminy 2018; Light / Young 2018).

On the whole, however, non-ideological (cost, orientation, adminis-
tration) arguments against street renaming make up the lion’s share of 
our data-pool of newspaper articles, archive files and interviews with 
city officials. Pöppinghege (2012) reports on his Western German data 
that such functionalist discussions tend to be framed via the existential 
question whether the city council has nothing better to do than change 
street names, which tends to go hand in hand with the suggestion that 
the city council focus on the upkeep of the streets instead of dabbeling 
with naming issues: “Erst sollten einmal die Straßen in Ordnung gebracht 
werden, bevor man sich um die Namensgebung kümmert” (Pöppinghege 
2012:  25; Palmberger 2018). Such discourses are relatively rare in 
Annaberg-Buchholz. Note in this respect, however, that the Nazi govern-
ment circulated a number of by-laws that keeping streets and cities clean 

 4 “ ‘Ich lehne die Bezeichnung ab. Wir haben innerhalb der Stadt schon mehrere 
Bleichen, nur mit verschiedenen Verhältniswörtern. Für Rettungsdienste ist das 
sehr problematisch’, gab Rat Karl-Heinz Vogel (FWG) zu bedenken.” (Freie 
Presse 25.04.2009)
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and neat was part of the commemorative exercise and as such an active 
part of civic duty.

2.3  Didactical arguments

Didactical arguments can be levelled for and against street renaming and 
we will first consider the latter. One line of argumentation within this 
category which has been reported for other cities (Pöppinghege 2012) is 
characterised by the expressed aim to memorialise the semiotic streetscape 
as the sedimented semioticisation of one’s historical past. Proponents of 
this approach tend to argue that the only candid way to address the issue 
of street naming is to confront rather than purge the commemorative 
remnants of one’s history (cf. the papers in Rose-Redwood / Aldermann / 
Azaryahu 2018). Taken to a moralising extreme, which we have not come 
across in Annaberg-Buchholz, this position results in the total rejection 
of street renaming as an attempt to do away with an uncomfortable era 
of history. However, as Pöppinghege (2012) points out, it is unreasonable 
to expect that passers-by or unsuspecting flâneurs would be reflective on 
the meaning of every street they happen to transverse, actively differenti-
ating between commemoration and memorial. This is even less the case 
for GPS-navigated vehicles making their way through the traffic arteries. 
And while many Eastern German cities, including Annaberg-Buchholz, 
have resorted to adding information plaques to their street signs, we need 
to point out that it is impossible to provide this pedagogical contextual-
isation at every instance a pedestrian is entering a street (and this is less so 
the case with readers of navigation systems, address books etc.).

Didactical arguments in favour of retaining the streetscape to remind 
the public of the painful past are under-represented in present-day 
Annaberg-Buchholz. Note in this respect, however, that the avowedly 
anti-Nazi, anti-fascist stance of the GDR regime resulted in a street 
naming policy whereby persons who suffered as a consequence of their 
resistance to right-wing ideology have become prime targets for didactic 
commemoration (Vuolteenaho / Puzey 2018). Hence, in contrast to 
Pöppinghege’s findings that didactical arguments tend to oppose street 
renaming, in Annaberg-Buchholz, they were given as a rationale for 
changes in public semioticisation. We illustrate this case with Kurt Löser, 
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whose commemoration was amply justified by appealing to didactic 
arguments ( example 4).

 (4) The city councillors’ meeting ((‘Stadtverordnetenversammlung’)) 
decided on 28th November [1961] to rename Stalinplatz. At the 
same time, it decided to name this square after the Annaberg un-
ionist and workers’ sportsman ((‘Arbeitersportler’)) Kurt Löser (…) In 
1925 Kurt Löser became a member of the [communist] organisation 
‘red worker’s children’ and he joined the communist youth federa-
tion. Kurt Löser became a member of the communist party in 1932 
(…) also as a dedicated footballer [he was] a member of the workers’ 
exercise and sports club. There he led the youth team. He greatly 
distinguished himself in the construction of the football pitch of the 
workers’ sports union ‘Storm 1939-Opp’ and during the construction 
of the swimming pool in the Humpe Valley. During Nazi times Kurt 
Löser remained true to the workers’ cause. After having been impris-
oned several times, and having been sentenced to jail, the Gestapo sent 
him to the concentration camp Sachsenburg. Because he continued to 
be politically active, he received increased penalty in the so-called 
‘sports commando’. On 22 December 1935, he contracted pneumonia 
as a result of the chicanery of [having to work] in the wet and cold 
snow drift, of which he died shortly after. The decision of the city 
councillors’ meeting to rename the hitherto Stalinplatz as Kurt-Löser-
Kampfbahn was endorsed by the DTSB [German gymnastics and 
sports association] local committee. The sportsmen suggested further 
to instate a Kurt Löser commemoration sports event and to unveil a 
memorial stone. Kurt Löser’s brother (…) the approval of whom has 
been recently recorded, wrote ‘the naming of a sports ground as Kurt-
Löser-Kampfbahn is a commitment of the sportsmen in the Annaberg 
local authority to pour all their energy into peacekeeping and into the 
defense of our GDR – if needs be with their life – as Kurt Löser has 
done in his fight against fascism’.5

 5 “Die Stadtverordnetenversammlung faßte in ihrer Tagung am 28. November 
einen Beschluß, den Stalinplatz umzubenennen. Gleichzeitig wurde beschlossen, 
diesen Platz nach einem Annaberger Arbeitersportler, nämlich Kurt Löser, 
zu benennen. Kurt Löser wurde im April 1911 als Sohn eines Arbeiters in 
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As pointed out above, the didactical potential of such namings is 
reinformed by the decision to add – as much as feasible  – explanatory 
information about the personage commemorated on a supplementary 
sign. Example (5) contains a relevant decision which was taken as early as 
1969 by the Annaberg-Buchholz city council.

 (5) all streets that are named after persons should be fitted with a supple-
mentary sign containing a short characterisation of the person con-
cerned.6

Geyersdorf geboren. Der Vater fiel 1916 in Frankreich. Die Mutter übersiedelte 
mit ihren Kindern nach Annaberg und bezog eine Wohnung in der Seminargasse. 
1925 wurde Kurt Löser Mitglied der Organisation ‘Rote Arbeiterkinder’ und 
1928 trat er dem Kommunistischen Jugendverband bei. Mitglied der KPD 
wurde Kurt Löser 1932. Außerdem war er Mitglied der Roten Hilfe, der 
Roten Gewerkschaftsopposition und der Internationalen Arbeiterhilfe, sowie 
als begeisterter Fußballer Mitglied des Arbeiter-Turn- und Sportbundes. Dort 
führte er die Jugendmannschaft. Er erwarb sich große Verdienste beim Bau 
des Fußballplatzes des Arbeitersportvereins ‘Sturm 1939-Opp.’ und beim Bau 
des Schwimmbades im Humpetal. Während der Nazizeit blieb Kurt Löser 
der Sache der Arbeiterklasse treu. Nachdem er mehrmals inhaftiert und zu 
Zuchthaus verurteilt wurde, schaffte ihn die Gestapo 1935 ins KZ Sachsenburg. 
Weil er auch dort politische Arbeit leistete, bekam er Strafverschärfung in 
dem sogenannten Sportkommando. Am 22. Dezember 1935 zog er sich als 
Folge der Schikanen im naß-kalten Schneetreiben eine Lungenentzündung 
zu, an deren Verlauf er innerhalb kürzester Zeit verstarb. Der Vorschlag der 
Stadtverordnetenversammlung, den bisherigen Stalinplatz in ‘Kurt-Löser-
Kampfbahn’ umzubenennen, fand die Zustimmung des DTSB-Kreisvorstandes. 
Die Sportler schlugen weiterhin vor, im kommenden Jahr ein Kurt-Löser-
Gedächtnis-Sportfest durchzuführen und einen Gedenkstein zu enthüllen. 
Der in Ronneburg lebende Bruder von Kurt Löser, dessen Zustimmung zur 
Platzbenennung seit kurzer Zeit vorliegt, schrieb u.a.: ‘Die Benennung einer 
Sportstätte “Kurt-Löser-Kampfbahn” ist eine Verpflichtung der Sportler 
im Kreis Annaberg, ihre ganze Kraft für die Erhaltung des Friedens und 
Verteidigung unserer DDR einzusetzen – wenn es sein muß, mit dem Leben – wie 
es Kurt Löser im Kampf gegen den Faschismus tat’.” (Volksstimme 28.12.1961)

 6 “daß bei allen Straßen, die nach Personen benannt sind, Ergänzungsschilder 
mit kurzer Charakteristik über die betreffende Person angebracht werden.” 
(source: “Annaberg Buchholz und seine Straßennamen” 1969, In Akten des 
Rates der Stadt Annaberg-Buchholz Hauptakten – Umbenennung von Straßen 
und Plätzen. 1945: 237)
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Note in this respect that didactic arguments, together with exposi-
tory information, can already be found during the Nazi era. Example 
(6)  illustrates the official guideline which was issued by the federal 
association of Saxonian homeland security on 30 January 1940:

 (6) If possible, the sign is to have an explanation underneath the tra-
ditional street name so as to instruct the inhabitant as well as the for-
eigner of a piece of history of the respective city – such explanations 
are also requested for address books, but only if experts can provide 
a really reliable explanation for the street name.7

2.4  Historical-factual arguments

Also discourses rooted in historical-factual arguments can be levelled 
for or against commemorative street renaming. Traditionalists interpret 
street names as a quasi-archival record that has grown historically and 
should not be tampered with. We concur with Pöppinghege (2012), how-
ever, that such arguments are difficult if not impossible to disengage from 
the diachronically unstable moral-ethical-political frame of reference 
through which they are accessed and (re-)contextualised (Hornscheidt to 
appear). The recruitment of historical ‘facts’ for the fluctuating ideolog-
ical needs of consecutive political regimes is well documented. Historians 
have illustrated the contested (re-)interpretation of the past, such that his-
torical events are co-opted to enshrine ‘reality’ in the official histories of 
successive regimes (cf. Wegner 1992); the same processes are at play in the 
linguistic landscape. Historical interpretation is thus by default a subjec-
tive and political act, even if the ideological standpoint is not acknowl-
edged or even intentionally hidden (Light / Young 2018). This inherent 

 7 “Unter dem alten Straßennamen wird auf dem Schilde möglichst eine Erklärung 
desselben angebracht und damit den Einheimischen wie den Fremden ein 
Stück Geschichte der Stadt vermittelt. – Auch für die Adreßbücher sind solche 
Erklärungen der Straßennamen erwünscht, aber nur dann, wenn Fachleute 
diese Erklärungen wirklich zuverlässig zu geben vermögen.” (“Grundsätze 
für die Benennung von Straßen. Abschrift aus dem Heft 5–8 Landesverein 
sächsischer Heimatschutz, Dresden, Band XXVIII”: 176. In Akten des Rates 
der Stadt Annaberg – Straßenbenennung. 1933: 92)
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interpretation bias repudiates the seeming objectivity in recruiting past 
events for commemorative purposes.

In our data from the Annaberg-Buchholz press, city archives and 
discussions with representatives, historical-factual arguments are more ten-
uous compared to the other arguments. This might be due, we hypothesise, 
to the fact that frequent regime changes in recent Eastern German history 
have resulted in a communal awareness that many versions of history exist, 
none of which is ideologically neutral. Indeed, as the following paragraphs 
reveal, iterative shifts in state ideologies have made the citizens of Annaberg-
Buchholz acutely cognizant that historicising commemorations are neces-
sarily selective and as such hegemonic in nature.

2.5  Arguments referring to the ideological instability of 
street names

Non-surprisingly, thus, discourses centring around the ideological insta-
bility of street names play an important role in Annaberg-Buchholz. Our 
archival research and interviews with city councillors and local historians 
reveal an acute consternation about the semantic unsteadiness of the twin 
towns’ streetscape. As shown in (7), this concern can be used as an argu-
ment for monitoring the streetscape regarding the appropriateness of past 
commemorations, changing those that have become ideologically problem-
atic for the hegemonic present. As our interview with a city councilor (in 
8) reveals, however, the connotational instablity of street names constitutes 
the main argument against commemorative street renaming of historical 
persons in Annaberg-Buchholz.

 (7) Over the years there were necessarily changes [in street names]. New 
streets had to be built, new names appeared. Old names had to be 
purged because they became ideologically untenable. The present 
work aims to be a supplement as much as an encouragement to care-
fully investigate whether street names, some of which have persisted 
over centuries, especially inasmuch as they are named after digni-
taries, are still warranted today.8

 8 “Im Verlaufe der Jahre ergaben sich zwangsläufig Änderungen. Neue Straßen 
wurden gebaut, neue Namen tauchten auf. Alte Namen mussten gestrichen 
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 (8) There is some sort of consensus, because we have had some bad 
experiences, to avoid the names of persons, [of] historical personages, 
because they tend not to have the same staying power during polit-
ical turnovers because the interpretation of events can always differ 
and someone finds out that this and that person has maybe done 
something bad at some point in time and so the decision [to com-
memorate] becomes tenuous. Hence, [we try] to search for neutral 
denominations, because they simply have more longevity.9

Arguments such as (8), which reveal the acute sensitivity of Eastern 
Germans to the ideological nature of recent history (2.2 above) greatly 
inform contemporary naming policy in Annaberg-Buchholz.

As we will discuss in more detail below, didactical arguments for street 
(re-)naming are mainly circulating during the non-democratic regimes (in 
particular during Nazi and the GDR times). Overall, however, practi-
cality prevails as the main deciding factor governing Annaberg-Buchholz’ 
naming decisions. Archival research in conjunction with our interviews 
suggests that the city council policy cleverly combines this concern with 
moral-ideological objectives. A very good example of the double objec-
tive of avoiding potential future complaints about the selection of street 
names (X being a more suitable person than the commemorated Y) while 
adhering to an ideological mandate is a competition held in 1994 asking 
citizens for new street name ideas. This survey produced more than 200 

werden, da sie politisch untragbar wurden. So soll die Vorliegende Arbeit 
eine Ergänzung, gleichzeitig aber auch eine Anregung dafür sein, ernsthaft 
zu prüfen, ob die z. Teil über Jahrhunderte hinaus erhaltenen Straßennamen, 
soweit sie vor allem nach Persönlichkeiten benannt sind, heute noch berechtigt 
sind.” (Source: “Annaberg Buchholz und seine Straßennamen” 1969. In Akten 
des Rates der Stadt Annaberg-Buchholz Hauptakten – Umbenennung von 
Straßen und Plätzen. 1945: 237)

 9 “Das ist so ein Konsens, weil man eben schlechte Erfahrungen gesammelt hat, 
Personennamen zu vermeiden, Personen der Zeitgeschichte, weil die in der 
Regel auch bei politischen Umwälzungen auch nicht diesen Bestand haben, weil 
eben die Sicht der Dinge doch immer mal abweicht und irgendjemand findet, 
der hat dann doch vielleicht eben mal etwas Schlechtes gemacht und das ist 
angreifbar, deshalb in der Regel neutrale Begriffe zu suchen, die einfach länger 
Bestand haben.” (Dahms, Frank. Personal Interview. 25 September 2018).
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suggestions of names, including people who made contributions to the 
city historically and ranging from names connected to nature and mining 
to people of local importance (such as for example Anton Günther, a local 
singer and poet who committed suicide in 1937).10 Examples such as these, 
which also reveal Annaberg-Buchholz’ city council’s acute understanding 
of the ephemeral nature of what we consider ‘history’, suggest that street 
(re-)naming practices are often much more complex than simple taxon-
omies (cf. Light / Young 2018).

The reminder of this chapter focuses on the way in which the ongoing 
debates about street (re)naming have found expression in the urban 
streetscape of Annaberg-Buchholz in the past 100  years. We illustrate 
the iterative changes in the Annaberg-Buchholz streetscape by triangu-
lating advanced geographical visualisation techniques with the political-
ideological arguments that shaped, spurred, or curtailed fluctuations 
in street renaming. This mixed methods analysis allows us to explore 
the sedimented spatiality of the rich fabric of ideological and prac-
tical discourses as they find expression in the repeated waves of street 
renamings in Annaberg-Buchholz throughout a century of ever-changing 
state ideological reorientation.

3  Using visualisation techniques to explore the spatiality of 
ideological street renaming

European history provides us with a series of natural break-points for the 
analysis (Gerring 2012), which we will implement as follows:

Timeline Era
1918 to 1933: End of WWI and Weimar Republic
1933 to 1944: Adolf Hitler declares himself ‘Führer’ of Germany until the 

end of WWII
1945 to 1989: End of WWII until the Wende (Fall of the Berlin Wall and 

reunification of Germany)
Since 1990: Unified democratic Germany

 10 Ideenwettbewerb zu neuen Straßen im Stadtgebiet. Stadtanzeiger Annaberg-
Buchholz, 02 June 1994, Nr. 2: 5 – We would like to thank Frank Dahms, 
member of the city council and local historian, for this find.
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Our discussion relies on 4 maps which visualise changes in street 
renaming in the respective historical eras. These visualisations trace the 
ongoing re-semanticisation of the urban streetscape during the iterative 
waves of political-ideological reorientation in recent Eastern German his-
tory.

Our project has located two main processes via which street names 
are introduced into the already existing semiotic landscape in any given 
era. Both processes can be divided in an ideological and a non-ideological 
outcome respectively.

 (i) New streets come into the linguistic landscape
 (a) with a non-ideological name (Am Windmühlenteich ‘At the wind-

mill pond’, 1995) or
 (b) with an ideological name (Dietrich-Eckart-Straße, 1935)11;
 (ii) Streets were renamed
 (a) from an ideological or a non-ideological street name to a 

non-ideological name (as is the case for Schlageterallee12 to 
Friedhofsallee ‘Cemetery avenue’ in 1946 or Hauptstraße ‘Main 
street’ to Gartenstraße ‘Garden street’ in 1999) or

 (b) from a non-ideological or an ideological name to an ideological 
name (as is the case for Buchholzer Straße to Ernst-Thälmann-
Straße13 in 1946 or indeed for Ferdinand-Lassalle-Straße to Straße 
der Solidarität ‘Street of Solidarity (with Eastern Bloc countries)’ 
in 1952).

A comparison between the outcome of processes (ia) and (iia) resulting 
in non-ideological street (re-)naming vs. processes (ib) and (iib) resulting 

 11 Dietrich Eckart (March 1868–1923) was a German journalist, playwright, 
poet, and politician who was one of the founders of the Deutsche Arbeiterpartei 
(German Workers’ Party, DAP), which later evolved into the NSDAP.

 12 Leo Schlageter (1894–1923) was a soldier and member of the Freikorps (a 
paramilitary army of volunteers). Due to his sabotage of the French occupying 
troups after WWI he was executed in 1923 and he was operationalised by the 
Nazis as a martyr soon after.

 13 Ernst Thälmann (April 1886–August 1944) was the leader of the Communist 
Party of Germany (KPD) during much of the Weimar Republic. He was arrested 
by the Gestapo in 1933 and held in solitary confinement for eleven years, before 
being shot in Buchenwald on Adolf Hitler’s personal orders in 1944.
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in ideological street (re-)naming during the period between the end of 
WWI and the demise of the Weimar Republic reveals a preponderance 
for street name changes resulting in non-ideological outcomes (ideolog-
ical result  =  14 (40  %), non-ideological result  =  21 (60  %), Figure  2). 
Effectively, this means that from the perspective of the person walking 
or driving in the streets, the ideological impression of the “robe of the 
city” (Zieliński 1994) has been slightly reduced throughout this first dem-
ocratic period. Notably, as we will see below, it is only during historical 
eras that can be described as democratic as per contemporary historical 
classification that street (re-)semioticisation processes result in a decrease 
in ideology, whereas the interim Nazi and Socialist regimes increase the 
amount of ideological impact encoded in the cityscape.

As can be seen in Figure 3, the Nazi era is characterised neither by a large 
number of street renamings (only 8 % of all street name changes overall 
occurred between 1933 and 1944), nor by a large increase in ideological 

Figure 2. The outcome of street name changes between 1918 and 1933 
(red = ideological, blue = non-ideological)
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commemoration in the streetscape (but cf. Azaryahu 2018). While the 
ratio of ideological vs. non-ideological street name changes is the highest 
across all four political eras (ideological = 11 (55 %), non-ideological = 9 
(45 %)), it is nevertheless surprisingly low given the well-known propen-
sity of the ‘Third Reich’ to operationalise public semioticisation in the 
city scape (posters, banners, paintings on houses and shopfronts etc.) as 
part of its propaganda machine. As art historians of the ‘Third Reich’ 
point out (Spotts 2003, Petropoulos 1995), visual art in the public sphere, 
including billboards, advertisements and posters, was heavily shaped by 
Nazi ideology after Hitler’s ascendancy to power. Why then, given what 
we know about the efficiency of Nazi propaganda, do we not see more 
changes in street names during this period?

There are two potential answers to this question. On the one hand, 
we have found ample evidence for the reticence of the Nazi regime to 
change ‘good old German names that had grown over the years and 

Figure 3. The outcome of street name changes between 1934 and 1944 
(red = ideological, blue = non-ideological)
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commemorated German sons’, as documented by numerous laws, by-laws, 
bills and board decisions. The durability of its ancient Aryan history was 
at the core understanding of the ‘Third Reich’ and it should thus not 
strike us as surprising that the Nazi regime aimed to enshrine the per-
severance of its ‘noble heritage’ in a stable, steadfast urban streetscape. 
Example (9)  illustrates this doctrine via a resolution from 30 January 
1940, which states that the first principle of naming streets is to retain 
their older names.

 (9) Every old and historically meaningful denomination of streets, 
squares, bridges, houses and whole districts is to be protected in all 
cases and to be safeguarded, the more so the more unique and mean-
ingful it is.14

The decision continues that “a change in street name is only appropriate in 
exceptional circumstances, when warranted and indeed necessitated such 
as when the denomination of a street is running contrary to the national 
socialist state’s ideals, if the name is considered offensive by large parts of 
the citizens, or when it results in confusion”.15 Indeed, already during the 
‘Third Reich’ do we find the practical arguments of administrative work-
load and inconvenience, which seem to have played an important role in 
decisions regarding street name changes (10, consider also below).

 14 “1. Jede alte und geschichtlich bedeutungsvolle Bezeichnung von Straßen, 
Plätzen, Brücken, Häusern und ganzen Stadtteilen ist auf alle Fälle zu schützen 
und zu erhalten, und zwar um so mehr, je eigenartiger und sinnvoller sie 
ist.” (“Grundsätze für die Benennung von Straßen. Abschrift aus dem Heft 
5–8 Landesverein Sächsischer Heimatschutz, Dresden. Band XXVIII”: 176. 
In: Akten des Rates der Stadt Annaberg – Straßenbenennung. 1933: 91).

 15 Beschluss 26. Juli 1939 (2): “Eine Umbenennung ist deshalb nur in besonderen 
Ausnahmefällen am Platze. Sie ist dann gerechtfertigt und auch erforderlich, 
wenn die Bezeichnung einer Straße usw. dem nationalsozialistischen 
Staatsgedanken entgegensteht, ferner dann, wenn ein Name in weiten Kreisen 
der Bürgerschaft Anstoß erregt. Eine Umbenennung kann auch aus Gründen 
der Verkehrserleichterung geboten sein, wenn z.B. Namen zu ständigen 
Verwechslungen Anlaß geben oder wenn Doppelbenennungen vorliegen.” 
(“B No 2941 RD Erl. Des RMdJ. Vom 15.7.1939 betreffend Ausf.-Anw. 
zur BD. über die Benennung von Straßen, Plätzen und Brücken. – V a 5141 
IX/39-1002 B. – RMBliB”: 1521. In: Akten des Rates der Stadt Annaberg – 
Straßenbenennung. 1933: 86.)
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 (10) Existing street names are generally not to be changed. This is espe-
cially the case for old and historical names. Each name change entails 
considerable administrative effort for the relevant offices and goes 
hand in hand with inconvenience and burdens for the inhabitants.16

Adolf Hitler himself is quoted as weighing in on the issue (11), asking 
for restraint in commemorative zeal. While the early democrats and 
politicians from the Weimar Republic were to be purged from the street-
scape, these streets were to revert to their older names; others were to 
remain untouched.

 (11) As much as I am happy about the honour, which is being bestowed 
upon me by linking squares and streets to my name, I would like to 
advise against changing historically grown designations. We cannot 
reiterate the mistakes of the Putschists from 1918. Every generation 
shall only refer to what it has created itself. It is our honorary duty to 
purge the names of the November criminals from public streets and 
spaces. These shall regain their old names. [But] the national revolu-
tion can only index [these deeds] to its name and those of its leading 
men [which] it is building for its own future.17

 16 “2. b) Umbenennungen (1) Bestehende Straßennamen sollen grundsätzlich 
nicht geändert werden. Dies gilt vor allem für alte und historische Namen. 
Jede Umbenennung bringt im übrigen für die verschiedensten Behörden eine 
erhebliche Verwaltungsarbeit mit sich und ist mit Unzuträglichkeiten und 
Belastungen für die Einwohner verbunden.” (“B No 2941 RD Erl. Des RMdJ. 
Vom 15.7.1939 betreffend Ausf.-Anw. zur BD. über die Benennung von Straßen, 
Plätzen und Brücken. – V a 5141 IX/39-1002 B. – RMBliB”: 1521. In: Akten 
des Rates der Stadt Annaberg – Straßenbenennung. 1933: 86.)

 17 “So sehr ich mich über die Ehrung freue, die man mir durch die Verbindung 
solcher Plätze und Straßen mit meinem Namen erweist, so sehr bitte ich aber 
doch, davon absehen zu wollen, historische Bezeichnungen zu verändern. 
Wir dürfen nicht in die Fehler der Putschisten des Jahres 1918 verfallen. Jede 
Generation soll nur das auf sich beziehen, was sie selbst geschaffen hat. Es 
ist unsere Ehrenpflicht, die Namen der Novemberverbrecher von unseren 
öffentlichen Straßen und Plätzen zu entfernen. Sie sollen dann aber wieder 
ihre alten Bezeichnungen erhalten. Nur das, was die nationale Revolution für 
die Zukunft selbst erbaut, darf sie mit ihrem und den Namen ihrer führenden 
Männer verbinden.” (Adolf Hitler 1933 as quoted in: “Grundsätze für die 
Benennung von Straßen. Abschrift aus dem Heft 5–8 Landesverein Sächsischer 
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While Hitler’s comments reveal an important exclusion criterion for com-
memoration in street names, the official administrative paperwork circu-
lating during Nazism provides a number of policy directions regarding 
the appropriateness of street naming strategies which reveal parameters 
prohibiting or at least curtailing the commemoration of certain (groups of) 
people. More specifically, “the names of men are to be chosen especially 
of great warriors for the national socialist ideology, of great statesmen, 
military or navy commanders, of men who have distinguished themselves 
during the rise of national socialism to power, during the battle for the 
German nation, of men of the arts, science and the economy as well as 
men who have rendered outstanding services to physical education”.18 
Personages that were deemed worthy of commemoration in the ideolog-
ical streetscape were thus male, racially and culturally ‘pure’ Aryan and 
involved in building a national socialist future to be commemorated in 
the German landscape. However, as we will see below, a number of legal 
texts we unearthed were sometimes at odds with the live reality of street 
commemoration.

This brings us to the second reason for the dearth of street name 
changes during the Nazi period, which might come as a surprise given 
the reputation of the ‘Third Reich’ as a well-oiled inhuman machine, a 
“cold centralised totalitarian model of control“ (Steinweis 1993: 132). As 
Steinweis points out, internal squabbles about what constitutes the best 
representation of Aryan virtues and culture, and thus the very issue of the 
visual materialisation of Nazi ideology in the public sphere, resulted in a 
less than unanimous and streamlined process of commemoration (Light / 

Heimatschutz, Dresden. Band XXVIII”: 176. In: Akten des Rates der Stadt 
Annaberg – Straßenbenennung. 1933: 91).

 18 “Des Weiteren sind Namen von Männern der deutschen Geschichte zu wählen, 
insbesondere von Kämpfern der nationalsozialistischen Weltanschauung, von 
großen Staatsmännern, Heer- und Flottenführern, von Männern, die sich im 
Kriege, bei der nationalsozialistischen Erhebung sowie im Kampfe um das deut-
sche Volkstum besonders ausgezeichnet haben, von Männern der Kunst, Wis-
senschaft und Wirtschaft sowie von Männern, die sich um die Leibesübungen 
verdient gemacht haben.” (“B No 2941 RD Erl. Des RMdJ. Vom 15.7.1939 
betreffend Ausf.-Anw. zur BD. über die Benennung von Straßen, Plätzen und 
Brücken. – V a 5141 IX/39-1002 B. – RMBliB”: 1521. In Akten des Rates der 
Stadt Annaberg – Straßenbenennung. 1933: 86.)
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Young 2018). Policy directions were laid down in a “fluid and amorphous 
agglomeration of official proscriptions, unofficial pressures, and self-im-
posed constraints”, resulting in what Steinweis describes as “adminis-
trative messiness” (1993: 132). Indeed Weidner (2012: 53) states that “a 
central missive of street naming in the sense of a focused naming policy 
from the regional or national leadership cannot be demonstrated. We lack 
evidence of executive directions even for the first years of the consolida-
tion of power in 1933/4”.19

It is thus not overly surprising to find that some street name choices in 
Annaberg-Buchholz (and elsewhere) run counter to the prescribed stead-
fast stability of street names during Nazi times. Indeed, it is often not 
entirely clear from our archival sources whether the go-ahead of the Min-
istry of Internal Affairs has been sought when renamings were taking 
place. One renaming that directly contravenes the policy directions not 
to commemorate a living person, as prohibited by order of the ministry 
published 7/1939, §2 (5)”20 is the Adolf-Hitler-Straße commemorated 
in 1933. At the same time, this street name demonstrates Annaberg-
Buchholz’s adherence to the policy directives implemented to normalise 
spelling21, which are also illustrated in the Leo-Schlageter-Straße and the 
Horst-Wessel-Straße: The commemorated head noun should be 5 syllables 
or less and all personal names had to be hyphenated.

A case in which Nazi bureaucracy failed to exclude non-conforming 
referents from the semiotic landscape is the continued presence of 

 19 “Eine zentrale Steuerung der Straßenbenennung im Sinne einer gezielten 
Benennungspolitik durch die Reichsleitung bzw. Gauleitungen ist bis 
heute schriftlich nicht zu belegen, selbst für die ersten Maßnahmen der 
Machteroberungsphase 1933/34, (…) gibt es keine Ausführungsbefehle”.

 20 “[…] As a general rule, public streets may not be named after the living. In 
exceptional cases, the Reich Ministry of Internal Affairs must be reported 
in advance […]”, “Nach Lebenden dürfen öffentliche Straßen grundsätzlich 
nicht benannt werden. In besonderen Ausnahmefällen ist zuvor dem RMdI 
zu berichten”. (“B No 2941 RD Erl. Des RMdJ. Vom 15.7.1939 betreffend 
Ausf.-Anw. zur BD. über die Benennung von Straßen, Plätzen und Brücken. – 
V a 5141 IX/39-1002 B. – RMBliB”: 1521. In: Akten des Rates der Stadt 
Annaberg – Straßenbenennung. 1933: 86.)

 21 Nachrichtendienst des Deutschen Gemeindetages 1.2.1937: 129. “Schreibweise 
bei Straßennamen”.
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Mende(l)gässchen.22 While all other Jewish names were purged from the 
cityscape in the years since the order issued by the Reichsstatthalter (23 
July 1937) to immediately change all names bearing the names of Jews 
or somehow including the word Jew in their name (such as Judengasse 
‘Jew alley’), Annaberg-Buchholz maintained the street commemorating 
Christian Samuel Mende. Whether the persistence of this street name is 
due to sloppy research by the Nazi Gauleiter, the unwillingness to imple-
ment another tedious and expensive renaming process, the protection of a 
historical name or, indeed, sympathy for the Jewish cause or whether its 
referent was concealed by its phonetic similarity to Mandel (‘almond’) re-
mains unclear. Overall, thus, a number of processes conspired to result in 
a relatively stable street semiotics throughout a period that is known for 
its zeal for visual propaganda as demonstrated by an otherwise striking 
efficacy in encoding political ideology in the representational cityscape.

In contrast to the Nazi era, the end of WWII, and with it Russian occu-
pation followed by a USSR-controlled government, brought a visible ideo-
logical shift in commemorative street (re-)naming practices. Overall 77 
streets, the largest number hence, were (re-)named between 1945 and 1988 
(Figure 4). The relatively large number of blue streets (changes resulting 
in non-ideological street names; n  =  38) suggests that most renamings 
were purely administrative, with the lion’s share resulting from the merger 
of Annaberg and Bucholz in 1948, which necessitated the changes of 
doubled toponymic street names (such as Bahnhofstraße ‘Train station 
street’, Poststraße ‘Post office street’, etc). Crucially, however, the number 
of ideological street name changes is equally high (n = 39). Hence, while 
the resemioticisation in streetnames during socialist times is roughly bal-
anced (ideological = 39 (51 %), non-ideological = 38 (49 %)), a different 

 22 Mende(l)gässchen was named in 1897 (according to Schicker (2017), he also 
prefers the variant with an “l”) after a Jewish merchant from Görlitz, Christian 
Samuel Mende (or Mendel) who owned two houses and a little shop in this 
street and was also a local judge (1801–1810) and a member of the city council 
(1793–1826) and major of the city (sources differ in for how long, either “since” 
(Schicker) or only “in” (archive file) 1811. He died on 11 September 1826. 
(“Annaberg Buchholz und seine Straßennamen” 1969. In: Akten des Rates 
der Stadt Annaberg-Buchholz Hauptakten – Umbenennung von Straßen und 
Plätzen. 1945: 239).
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statistic suggests otherwise: Calculating the ideological changes during 
this era in relation to the totality of street name changes resulting in an 
ideological outcome that occurred over the past 100 years, reveals that 
ideological (re-)semioticisation during GDR times was at an all-time high 
of 38 % (as compared with only 10 % during the Nazi era).

Obviously, the type of ideology encoded in the streetscape was 
transformed, with Nazi dignitaries being replaced by socialist 
revolutionaries. This purging of names that were deemed inacceptable 
because they did not sit well with the avowedly anti-Nazi, anti-capitalist 
stance of the USSR and later the USSR-supported GDR regime started 
as soon as Annaberg-Buchholz was occupied by Soviet forces (in other, 
American-occupied eras in East Germany, such renamings occurred ac-
cording to Western democratic-capitalist ideology, only to be replaced as 
soon as the Soviets took over). In Annaberg-Buchholz, Adolf-Hitler-Straße 
was changed only a few months after April 1945, when the previous street 

Figure 4. The outcome of street name changes between 1945 and 1988 
(red = ideological, blue = non-ideological)
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name Große Kirchgasse (‘Large Church Lane’; the street leads to two 
churches of Annaberg-Buchholz) was reinstated. Hitler is thus one of the 
very few personages to only be commemorated while alive and not so after 
his death, which suggests that the maximally strong ideological connec-
tion of Adolf-Hitler-Straße makes the street unfit to honour anyone else 
by commemoration. The restauration of the topographic marker Große 
Kirchgasse (one of the oldest streets of the city) therefore eliminates pos-
sible conflicts in finding an adequate persona to follow after Hitler, while 
obliterating the possibility of a further, potentially short-lived, ideolog-
ically marked name choice. Note in this respect that while this act of 
change itself is ideologically motivated, its effect  – the retrieval of the 
original name and the purging of national socialist ideology – is not. One 
could thus argue that the act of reinstating the former geosemiotics aligns 
with the German strategy to reconnect with the state of affairs before the 
Nazi regime, which can also be found in architecture (more so in West 
Germany but see for example Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Bau und 
Stadtentwicklung 2009). The act of street name change is thus ideological 
but the net result is a decrease of commemorative national ideology in the 
semiotic landscape of Annaberg-Buchholz.

As pointed out above, many renamings after the end of WWII resulted 
in the encoding of a different ideology. Altogether 68 streets changed name 
in 1945/6 already, but a not insignificant fraction of these (n = 6; 9 %) 
were changed again not very much later to encode a different personage 
or value deemed more suitable for the evolving state ideology of the GDR. 
One good example for such iterative renamings during the socialist era 
is Ferdinand Lasalle (1825–1864), a politically active Prussian-German 
lawyer, writer and political thinker. Despite his socialist views, his al-
liance with Bismarck and his inability “die Dialektik des proletarischen 
Klassenkampfes zu begreifen” [‘to understand the dialectics of the pro-
letarian class struggle’] (Bartel et al. 1969: 18) made him a problematic 
figure in the GDR, leading to the replacement of his name as part of a 
street name with Straße der Solidarität (‘Street of solidarity’) in 1951.

Overall, the commemorative iconisation of socialist heroes and func-
tionaries during GDR times was concentrated at the very beginning of 
this era, with Thälmann, Lenin and Stalin being commemorated in 1946 
already (with the latter promptly being eradicated from the street scape 
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in 1961), and some iconic personages being added at later times (such as 
former head of state Pieck in 1976). The beginning of the socialist era was 
thus a heyday for ideological street naming policy (Azaryahu 2018).

The fall of the wall brought with it the eradication of socialist ideology 
from the semiotic landscape. The vast majority of renamings since 1989 
has resulted in streets that bear non-ideological names (ideological = 38 
(30 %) vs. non-ideological = 87 (70 %)). Our interviews with Annaberg-
Buchholz city officials reveal a marked reticence to encode yet another 
political ideology via commemorative street naming practices. But while 
our contacts stated that Annaberg-Buchholz’ town policy aims to purge 
ideology from the streetscape by avoiding personal names, as Figure 5 
reveals, this was not entirely successful.

How do we reconcile the incoming ideological street names with 
the expressed aim to avoid the encoding of state ideology in the city-
scape? In an attempt to avoid “overtly ideological street names” (Dahms, 

Figure 5. The outcome of street name changes since 1989 (red = ideological, 
blue = non-ideological)
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Frank. Personal interview. 25  September  2018), the community of 
Annaberg-Buchholz resorted to naming new streets after mining-related 
referents. While the resulting streets (such as Kobaltweg ‘Cobalt path‘ 
and Nickelweg ‘Nickel path’, 1995)  avoid the ideological instability of 
personal names, they are, however, not free of ideological connotations. 
Rather than impressing a central state ideology upon the landscape, these 
streets celebrate the regional cultural heritage and are thus commemora-
tive of a more local ideology of belonging (Vuolteenaho / Ainiala 2016; 
Fabiszak et al. under review). We therefore interpret the commemorating 
of mining-related terminology as an act of commemorating local cultural 
ideology and cultural authenticity, a marketing opportunity that is not 
lost on city planners and the tourism board (Modan 2013; Rose-Redwood 
/ Aldermann / Azayahu 2018 inter alia).23

In order to consolidate the intention behind the Annaberg-Buchholz 
city planning policy and the analysts’ interpretation of the outcome of 
this process, we plotted the type of ideology that has been encoded in 
the Annaberg-Buchholz streetscape since 1989, differentiating between 
the Weltanschauung / political ideology which city planners aimed to 
avoid and the encoding of social cultural ideologies of belonging. Figure 6 
reveals this disjoint between the policy decisions and our interpretation of 
street naming choices.

As Figure 6 reveals, the majority (n = 32 vs. n = 7) of street renaming 
processes resulting in the encoding of ideology since the fall of the Wall 
were indeed socio-cultural in nature and hence outside of the remit of the 
political / state ideologies which city officials were keen to avoid. What 
this effectively means is that the ideological impact of the robe of the 
city acutely depends on the definition of the term “ideological” (in more 
detail, see Fabiszak et al. under review).

 23 Indeed, most changes commemorating ‘local heroes’ were related (if only indi-
rectly) to mining. These commemorations were / are generally not perceived as 
ideological by the locals but were classified as ideological in this chapter.
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4  Conclusion

Street renaming for commemorative purposes is a hegemonic process 
indexing and forming part of “ruptures in political history” (Azaryahu 
1997: 481). This chapter builds on Azaryahu’s seminal research on the 
geopolitics of street renaming in Germany by exploring the “battle for the 
representation” of competing state ideologies (Trumper-Hecht 2009: 238) 
in a town in former Eastern Germany. The Saxonian town of Annaberg-
Buchholz provides us with a longitudinal case study of the discursive 
practices that accompany the ideological appropriation of the urban land-
scape for the purpose of constructing and reconstructing its own identity 
vis-à-vis the changes in state ideology (Fabiszak et al. under review for a 
comparative perspective; cf. also Vuolteenaho / Berg 2016). An analysis of 
the local press and archival documents over the past 100 years in conjunc-
tion with interviews of city officials and archivists provides a rich data-set 
which allows us to explore the arguments that support or indeed aim to 
curtail the waves of renamings sweeping through the semiotic landscape. 

Figure 6. Social / cultural vs. political streetname changes since 1989
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Combining geo-statistical analyses with ethnographic information and 
historical archival material reveals the complex nature of the consecu-
tive renaming processes, where competing argumentation strategies can 
result in complex decision-making practices concerning the inclusion or 
exclusion of commemorative semantics.

State of the art geo-visualisation techniques explore the spatiality of 
ideological street renaming over the past 100 years. Apart from the purely 
descriptive research published in Die Zeit Online (Biermann et al. 2018), 
we are not aware of any other project which scrutinises the diachronic 
spatiality of successive waves of ideological reorientation in Eastern Ger-
many. Research such as ours thus fills a void in the research literature, in 
particular since our approach has allowed us to illustrate that an analyst’s 
definition of what constitutes an ideological street name might not be the 
same as a local layperson’s interpretation of their own semiotic practices. 
In our project, we have thus aimed at a holistic understanding of the ways 
in which socio-political change is manifested and indeed accomplished 
through the representational choices encoded in the “ideological robe” of 
the city (Zieliński 1994: 195).
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